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Abstract

Noninvasive detection of mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) is important for evaluating acute through chronic effects of

head injuries, particularly after repetitive impacts. To better detect abnormalities from mTBI, we performed longitudinal

studies (baseline, 3, 6, and 42 days) using magnetic resonance diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) and diffusion kurtosis

imaging (DKI) in adult mice after repetitive mTBI (r-mTBI; daily · 5) or sham procedure. This r-mTBI produced righting

reflex delay and was first characterized in the corpus callosum to demonstrate low levels of axon damage, astrogliosis, and

microglial activation, without microhemorrhages. High-resolution DTI-DKI was then combined with post-imaging

pathological validation along with behavioral assessments targeted for the impact regions. In the corpus callosum, only

DTI fractional anisotropy at 42 days showed significant change post-injury. Conversely, cortical regions under the impact

site (M1–M2, anterior cingulate) had reduced axial diffusivity (AD) at all time points with a corresponding increase in

axial kurtosis (Ka) at 6 days. Post-imaging neuropathology showed microglial activation in both the corpus callosum and

cortex at 42 days after r-mTBI. Increased cortical microglial activation correlated with decreased cortical AD after r-mTBI

(r = -0.853; n = 5). Using Thy1-YFP-16 mice to fluorescently label neuronal cell bodies and processes revealed low levels

of axon damage in the cortex after r-mTBI. Finally, r-mTBI produced social deficits consistent with the function of this

anterior cingulate region of cortex. Overall, vulnerability of cortical regions is demonstrated after mild repetitive injury,

with underlying differences of DTI and DKI, microglial activation, and behavioral deficits.
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Introduction

Concussion, or mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI), is a

blow or jolt to the head resulting in brief alteration in con-

sciousness or post-traumatic amnesia lasting less than 24 h, loss

of consciousness lasting less than 30 min, and a Glasgow Coma Score

between 13 and 15.1 This type of head impact is common in contact

sports, falls, motor vehicle accidents, and as a consequence of blast

exposure. mTBI is the most common form of TBI, comprising over

82% of the 339,462 brain injuries sustained by military personnel

between the years 2000 and 2015.2 Global incidence of mTBI may be

upward of 40 million events per year.3 Although most individuals

suffering from mTBI recover over a course of 8–12 weeks, approxi-

mately 15% of patients continue to experience symptoms, such as

headache, dizziness, insomnia, and difficulties with balance, for much

longer. Indeed, over 22% of mTBI patients were still functionally

impaired at 12 months post-injury in a recent prospective study.4

Currently available diagnostic tools are not sufficient to accurately

predict which patients may suffer persistent symptoms from mTBI.

Further, it is critical to determine how repetitive concussive and even

subconcussive impacts, that is, below the threshold for mTBI diag-

nosis, contribute to the long-term consequences of brain injury.
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Noninvasive modalities, such as neuroimaging techniques, have the

potential to detect abnormalities in tissue microstructure and could be

implemented for longitudinal studies of injury progression to better

determine how early abnormalities predict long-term outcomes.

Conventional neuroimaging modalities, such as computed to-

mography (CT) and standard sequences for magnetic resonance

imaging (MRI), do not detect mTBI. However, nuclear medicine

imaging and advanced MRI techniques, such as hypercapnia/blood

oxygen level dependent or diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), have

shown promise in determining prognosis post-mTBI.5–9 To date,

pre-clinical and clinical studies using DTI demonstrate both lower

and higher fractional anisotropy (FA) in white matter, which

indicates loss of structural integrity post-injury.10–13 FA values

depend on fiber topography among brain regions and the time

post-injury, for example, acute, subacute, or chronic stage.14–17

FA changes in relationship to changes in diffusivity parallel (axial)

and transverse (radial) to fibers. These parameters are influenced by

complex signal generated by multiple tissue features, including

axon internal elements, myelination, cellularity, and extracellular

elements.14, 18 Increased FA early post-injury may occur with re-

duced radial diffusivity, which has been attributed to decreased

water content in myelin or extracellular space,19 or with increased

axial diffusivity, which may be associated with increased fiber

track density or gliosis.14 Several studies have observed reduced

FA in white matter in patients post-mTBI, which, in experimen-

tal models, has corresponded with demyelination and axon dam-

age.10–14,18,20 Advancing DTI for clinical diagnosis and as a

predictive outcome measure will require extended longitudinal

studies and a comprehensive understanding of the correlation be-

tween abnormal tissue components and imaging results.21 Clinical

studies can be informed by neuropathology-neuroimaging corre-

lations derived from studies in animal models in which imaging

is followed by analysis of tissue microstructure at the cellular level

by post-imaging neuropathology.

Advanced diffusion techniques applicable to this purpose include

DTI as well as emerging methods to extend the information obtained

from restricted and nonrestricted tissue compartments, such as diffu-

sion kurtosis imaging (DKI) or diffusion spectrum imaging.22 DTI has

several advantages over conventional MRI methods given that it ac-

quires data in multiple directions and uses a tensor to quantitate dif-

fusion in an anisotropic system. Other advantages of DTI include

analysis of full brain volume, its ability to allow in vivo tractography of

white matter pathways, and its freedom from operator bias. The lim-

itation of DTI is that a linear decay of signal intensity is assumed with

increasing diffusion weighting, which measures sensitivity to water

diffusion. However, at high diffusion sensitization, the signal attenu-

ation is nonlinear and thus better estimated by accounting for non-

Gaussian diffusion or kurtosis. Clinical studies evaluating mTBI pa-

tients found DKI to be sensitive for detecting abnormalities and as-

sociated with cognitive status.23–25 DKI has the potential to detect

changes in both white and gray matter from acute through subacute

changes post-injury, based on studies in experimental TBI using a mild

form of the controlled cortical impact (CCI) model in adult rats.26 DTI

has been used to detect changes in white and gray matter of patients

with persistent post-concussive symptoms,27 and, recently, DKI was

used to detect abnormalities associated with subconcussive impacts in

high school football players.28

The aim of this study was to characterize changes in this combi-

nation of advanced diffusion imaging techniques during the progres-

sion of repetitive mTBI (r-mTBI). To this end, we extended the use of

DTI and DKI longitudinally from a pre-injury baseline through 6

weeks post-injury followed by post-imaging analysis of tissue pa-

thology. We characterize a model of r-mTBI using five attenuated

impacts over bregma. Although DTI is typically not considered sen-

sitive to cortical damage, attributed to the low anisotropy of gray

matter, the cerebral cortex overlying the corpus callosum has a rela-

tively high density of myelinated fibers associated with motor path-

ways at the coronal level of bregma. In addition, DKI is expected to be

more sensitive to tissue complexity, such as cortical regions. There-

fore, the regions of interest (ROIs) in our longitudinal DTI and DKI

studies were analyzed for the corpus callosum and for the adjacent

medial cerebral cortex. The immunohistochemical analysis of pa-

thology in the corpus callosum was complemented by additional ex-

amination of the cortex in Thy1-YFP-16 mice, which have a high

density of neurons expressing yellow fluorescent protein (YFP)

throughout the cell body, axon, and dendritic arbor. Further, potential

functional correlates of the DTI and DKI changes were evaluated

using behavioral assessments targeted to the corpus callosum and the

adjacent cortical regions within the imaging ROIs.

We show that the combination of DTI and DKI reveals important

differences that add to the interpretation of the underlying pathol-

ogy. Longitudinal studies of a given region across multiple time

points aids in detection of abnormalities. Importantly, DTI and DKI

changes in the cortical gray matter are associated with microglial

activation and later-stage behavioral deficits resulting from repet-

itive traumatic brain injury.

Methods

Repetitive mild traumatic brain injury model

All animals were treated in accord with guidelines of the Uni-
formed Services University of the Health Sciences and the National
Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals. Seven-week-old male C57BL/6 mice or Thy1-YFP-16
mice, both from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME), were
housed in standard cages in a 12-h/12-h light-dark cycle with food
and water ad libitum before sham or TBI procedures at 8 weeks of
age. As a positive control for tau pathology, P301S mice expressing
a mutant form of human tau were obtained from Tony Wyss-Coray
(Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA) and used at 5 months of age
when tau pathology develops in cortical regions.29

The parameters of the r-mTBI model were based on pilot testing
of multiple protocols (data not shown). An Impact One Stereotaxic
Impactor (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) was used to produce r-mTBI
concussive impacts. A series of five impacts separated by 24-h in-
tervals was chosen to target the period of decreased glucose uptake
observed 24 h after a single mTBI in rats.30 Mice were anesthetized
with 2.0% isoflurane in O2 and then the hair was shaved and depi-
lated with Nair. Mice were positioned in a stereotaxic frame with
rubber stoppers inserted between the external ear canal and ear bar.
Impacts were made onto the skin approximately over bregma using
a 3-mm-diameter tip (velocity set at 4.0 m/sec; depth of 1.0 mm;
dwell time of 200 ms). Sham mice underwent identical procedures
to the r-mTBI mice without receiving impacts. Body temperature
was maintained with a warming pad. After each procedure, the
duration of apnea and the righting reflex were recorded (Fig. 1). The
repetitive injury study included 30 r-mTBI mice and 30 r-sham
mice. A single impact (s-mTBI) model has been previously char-
acterized31 and is included as supplementary data (Supplementary
Fig. 1) (see online supplementary material at http://www.liebertpub
.com) for direct comparison of assessment techniques with the novel
r-mTBI model through 6 weeks post-injury.

Magnetic resonance image acquisition parameters

In vivo MRI was performed on a 7 Tesla small animal (20-cm
bore) Bruker BioSpec scanner equipped with 12-cm diameter
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650 mT/m gradient coils (Bruker BioSpin GmbH, Reinstetten,
Germany). Longitudinal scanning was used to evaluate changes in
both the corpus callosum and the overlying cortical gray matter. All
mice underwent pre-injury diffusion- and T2- weighted MR im-
aging and follow-up imaging at 3 days, 6 days, and 6 weeks post-
injury. Mice were scanned as yoked pairs consisting of an mTBI
mouse with a sham mouse. Two independent cohorts of 3 r-mTBI
mice and 3 repeptitive sham (r-sham) mice were run from surgery
through analysis for a total of 6 r-mTBI mice and 6 r-sham mice
scanned at all time points.

Animals were anaesthetized with 1% isoflurane and placed in
an MR compatible mouse bed. Images were acquired with a four-
channel phased array MR coil after volumetric radiofrequency exci-
tation. A two-dimensional (2D) single-shot echo planar imaging
sequence (repetition time/echo time [TR/TE] = 4500/30 msec; four
repetitions) was used to acquire four unweighted (b = 0 s/mm2) images
and seven diffusion-weighted images (b = 400, 800, 1200, 1600, 2000,
2400, and 2800 s/mm2) using a Stejskal-Tanner diffusion prepara-
tion32 with parameters of D = 12 msec, d = 5 msec, field of view
(FOV) = 14 · 14 mm2, matrix = 80 · 80, slice thickness = 0.75 mm, 18
slices, and 30 noncollinear diffusion gradient directions. A multiecho
2D rapid acquisition with relaxation enhancement (RARE) se-
quence33 was used to acquire T2-weighted images (TR = 4500 msec,
TE = 20, 60, 100, and 140 msec, RARE factor 2, FOV = 14 · 14 mm2,
matrix = 140 · 140 · 18 for s-mTBI and TE = 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 110,
and 130 msec and matrix= 100 · 100 · 18 for r-mTBI, with slice
thickness = 0.75 mm). Body temperature was maintained at 36�C by
circulating hot water. Respiration and heart rate were monitored
throughout each 2-h imaging session.

Magnetic resonance image analysis

Each ROI for analysis was manually drawn on five consecutive
coronal slices of the non-diffusion-weighted (b = 0 s/mm2) images
(one rostral to bregma, one at the coronal level of bregma, and three
caudal to bregma). A single-voxel width was used for the corpus
callosum ROI. ROIs in the medial cerebral cortex were drawn in
both hemispheres superior to the corpus callosum, while keeping
one voxel distance of separation from the corpus callosum and
cortical surface to avoid partial volume effects. The peak of the
cingulum was used to delineate the border of the medial cortical
ROIs. Multiple ROIs were drawn on test scans for standardiza-
tion before analysis of the study data sets. The individual drawing
the ROI for the quantitative analysis was blinded to the animal
condition.

Diffusion data were analyzed using TORTOISE software.34 An
average non-diffusion-weighted image (b = 0 s/mm2 image) and all
seven diffusion-weighted images were used in the analysis. Dif-
fusion weighted imaging artifacts, including motion, eddy current,
and concomitant field distortions, were calculated and combined to
enable the image correction to be applied in a single step. This
process was used to minimize interpolation errors in the corrected

data. Fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean (MD), axial (AD), and
radial (RD) diffusivity maps were calculated by the linear least
squares method of tensor estimation. Diffusion direction-encoded
color (DEC) maps output from the TOROTOISE software were
used to demonstrate fiber orientation in the corpus callosum and
cortical regions.35 Kurtosis data were pre-processed with TOR-
TOISE, and each voxel was analyzed using in-house–developed
software in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) ac-
cording to a previously published method provided by University
of Maryland. Essentially, this software routine fits the logarithm of
the normalized signal intensity versus the b-values using linear
least squares to a quadratic function.26 The signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) of the diffusion-weighted images was >10 for b = 2800 and
>50 for b = 0 s/mm2 images, respectively, where SNR was calcu-
lated as: [(0.655 · signal)/standard deviation of an ROI in the
background of the image)]. The average ROI (corpus callosum and
cortex) signal was a factor of 3 greater than the average background
signal for b = 2800 s/mm2 and 14 for b = 0 s/mm2. Quadratic fits to
the raw data were robust for the ROIs interrogated with adjusted
R2 > 0.99. The mean kurtosis (MK) was calculated by averaging the

apparent kurtosis (Kapp) in 30 directions: MK¼ 1
30

+
30

i¼ 1

(Kapp)i

Axial kurtosis (Ka) and radial kurtosis (Kr) maps, which char-
acterize the kurtosis along the axial and radial diffusion directions,
respectively, were calculated from the three eigenvalues derived
from the diffusion kurtosis tensor as described by Jensen and col-
leagues.36 The corpus callosum and medial cortical ROIs were
overlaid onto DTI and DKI maps for further quantitative analysis.

Tissue analysis

Mice were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde. Brains were
further post-fixed by immersion in the same fixative overnight,
cryopreserved, and then cut as coronal sections (14 lm). Prussian
blue staining combined with pararosaniline nuclear stain (Sigma-
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) was used to detect hemosiderin-laden
macrophages indicative of previous microbleeds.

Immunohistochemical analysis was used to assess axon damage
based on b-amyloid precursor protein (b-APP)37 (polyclonal rabbit
anti-b-APP antibody; 1:100; Life Technologies, Grand Island,
NY). Microglia/macrophages were detected based on CD11b
(monoclonal rat anti-CD11b; 1:100; Abcam, Cambridge, MA).
Astrocytes were evaluated by immunostaining for glial fibrillary
acidic protein (GFAP; polyclonal rabbit anti-GFAP; 1:1000;
DAKO, Carpinteria, CA). Myelination was estimated by detection
of myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG; 1:20, monoclonal
mouse anti-MOG immunoglobulin G [IgG]38). The oligodendro-
cyte progenitor response was evaluated by immunostaining for
neural antigen 2 (NG2; polyclonal rabbit anti-NG2 ectodomain;
1:500; gift from William Stallcup, La Jolla, CA). Accumulation
of phosphorylated tau was examined using antibodies against

‰

FIG. 1. Characterization of the progression of pathology in the corpus callosum in a repetitive mild traumatic brain injury (r-mTBI)
model. (A and B) Post-surgical data for r-mTBI. Apnea was not detected (nd) in r-sham mice (A), but was significantly increased after
the first and the second impact in r-mTBI mice (A). The righting time is significantly delayed in r-mTBI versus r-sham mice (B). (C–E)
Immunohistochemistry for b-APP is present mainly in neuronal cell bodies in r-sham mice (C). b-APP accumulations are readily
detected in damaged axons (arrows) in r-mTBI mice acutely (D), but less marked by 7 days post-injury (E). (F–H) Im-
munohistochemistry for CD11b identifies microglia, which exhibit a resting phenotype in r-sham mice (F) with progressive activation
evident at 24 h (G) and 7 days (H). (I–K) Immunohistochemistry for GFAP identifies astrocytes that have normal morphology in r-sham
mice (I) and increasing cells with a reactive phenotype in r-mTBI mice between 24 h ( J) and 7 days (K). (L–O) Quantification of
immunohistochemistry in the corpus callosum. Axonal profiles with b-APP accumulations were increased very early after r-mTBI mice
(L). Astrogliosis increases over the first week after r-mTBI (M). Microglial activation also increases significantly over the first week
based on area of CD11b immunoreactivity (N) and an earlier reaction is detected by counting activated cells, which have intense CD11b
and shorter, thicker processes (O). Dashed lines outline the corpus callosum. Values are mean – standard error of the mean; n = 30 for
post-surgical data; n = 5 per condition for histology data; scale bar (E), (H), and (K) = 50 lm; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001;
****p < 0.0001. b-APP, beta amyloid precursor protein; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein; r-sham, repetitive sham.
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anti-phospho-Ser396Tau (mouse monoclonal IgG, 355300; 1:400;
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and AT8 antibody (mouse
monoclonal anti-phospho-PHF-tau pSer202+Thr205; 1:400; Ther-
mo Fisher Scientific).

Astrogliosis, microglia/macrophage activation, and myelination
were estimated from the area of immunoreactivity for GFAP,
CD11b, or MOG within the CC or medial cortex using Metamorph
(Molecular Devices, Downingtown, PA) as previously detailed.20,38

In addition, microglia/macrophage cells were also quantified by
manual counting of the morphological phenotype for resting,
activated, or amoeboid stages.20 Among mice perfused for post-
imaging analysis, 1 r-sham and 1 r-mTBI mouse were omitted
because of technical concerns limiting quantification across the full
set of regions in the double immunostain for CD11b and GFAP at
the coronal levels matched to DTI-DKI slice at bregma. Damaged
axons were quantified based on b-APP immunoreactivity, which
was counted as a single damaged axon for accumulation as a large
end bulb or as multiple swellings aligned along a longitudinal
axonal profile.

Thy1-YFP-16 mice were used to visualize a high density of
neurons in their entirety, including axons, cell bodies, and dendritic
processes. Sections were prepared as above for immunohisto-
chemistry. Nuclei were stained blue with 4¢,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI; Sigma-Aldrich) whereas rough endoplasmic
reticulum in the cytoplasm of the cell bodies was stained red with
a fluorescent version of Nissl histological stain (NeuroTrace red;
Thermo Fisher Scientific). Damaged axons were quantified based
on YFP in axons with swellings using the same morphological
characteristics as for b-APP above.

Bright-field images were captured using an Olympus Nano-
zoomer (Olympus, Center Valley, PA). Fluorescent wide-field
images were acquired on an Olympus IX-70 microscope (Olym-
pus). Optical image fluorescent image stacks were acquired using a
Zeiss LSM 700 (Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Thornwood, NY).

Social interaction assessment

The social interaction assessment was carried out using a three-
chamber sociability test apparatus (Stoelting Co., Wood Dale, IL)
as previously described, with minor modification.39,40 The test
mouse was first placed in the middle chamber and allowed 10 min
to explore all chambers for habituation to the apparatus. A small
wire enclosure was introduced to each of the side chambers and the
mouse was allowed to explore all chambers for 10 min for habit-
uation to the enclosures as novel objects. Social approach was then
tested by placing an unfamiliar male C57BL/6J mouse (stranger)
into one of the wire enclosures. The test mouse was again placed
into the middle chamber and allowed to explore among the three
chambers for 10 min. The movement of the test mouse was video
recorded to determine the time related to social approach (defined
as movement toward, circling, or sniffing of the stranger mouse in
the wire enclosure) using ANY-Maze software (Stoelting Co.) as
analyzed by an observer blinded to the treatment condition. Mice
were run in two independent cohorts of 12 mice that each had 6
mice assigned to each condition. The total assay included 24 mice,
with 12 injured and 12 matched sham mice.

Complex wheel-running assay

Motor skill learning and bilateral sensorimotor coordination
were assessed using a complex wheel-running assay.41–43 Running
wheels were placed in home cages equipped with an optical sensor
to detect wheel revolutions and determine the daily maximal
running velocity using Activity Monitoring Software (Lafayette
Instruments, Lafayette, IN) over a 3-week period. A regular
‘‘training’’ wheel with evenly spaced rungs was in the cages for 1
week to reduce variability in running behavior. Mice then under-
went r-mTBI or r-sham procedures. Training wheels were then

replaced with ‘‘complex’’ wheels, which have irregularly spaced
rungs.41,42 Mice were run in two independent cohorts that each had
6 mice assigned to each condition. The total assay included 24
mice, with 12 injured and 12 matched sham mice. Social interaction
cohorts were separate mice from those used on the wheel assay.

Statistical analysis

All data analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism soft-
ware (version 6; GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA). Two-way
repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post-hoc
Bonferroni comparison was used to compare TBI with yoked shams
across time points for longitudinal analyses. One-way ANOVA was
used to compare data among multiple groups for a single condition
or time point of tissue analysis, which included three tissue sec-
tions/mouse. Post-hoc comparisons were made among the relevant
pairs (each TBI model vs. matched sham; single vs. repetitive TBI
models). The Student’s t-test was used to compare between two
groups for a single condition or time point. Pearson’s correla-
tion was used for analysis of the relationship between radiological
and pathological findings. Statistical significance was defined as
p < 0.05. MRI quantitative analysis was performed independent of
post-imaging tissue analysis. All quantification was performed with
blinding for the condition.

Results

Initial characterization of repetitive mild traumatic
brain injury severity based on progression
of pathology in the corpus callosum

The post-surgical data demonstrate apnea (Fig. 1A) and a de-

layed righting reflex (Fig. 1B) after r-mTBI compared to the r-sham

procedures, which indicates concussive effects across this series of

impacts. Mice were prepared for tissue analysis at multiple time

points after r-mTBI to characterize the injury severity based on the

extent of axon damage, astrogliosis, and microglial activation in

the corpus callosum at the coronal level of impact at bregma

(Fig. 1C–O). Accumulations of b-APP demonstrated axon damage

with impaired fast axonal transport at early times after r-mTBI

(Fig. 1C–E,L). By 2 h after the fifth impact in r-mTBI mice, b-APP-

labeled axons were significantly increased in the corpus callosum

(Fig. 1L). Also, astrogliosis (Fig. 1I–K) and microglial activation

(Fig. 1F–H) increased in the corpus callosum of r-mTBI mice by 7 days

post-injury, as demonstrated by increases in the GFAP-immunolabeled

area (Fig. 1M), CD11b-immunolabeled area (Fig. 1N), and density of

activated microglia (Fig. 1O). Astrogliosis and microglial activation

were less marked at 6 weeks post-injury (Fig. 1M,N) whereas the

density of activated microglia continued to be significantly increased

from r-sham levels (Fig. 1O). Prussian blue reaction, which detects

hemosiderin-laden macrophages as evidence of previous bleeding, in-

dicated a lack of microhemorrhages whereas the nuclear counterstain

demonstrated normal adult tissue cytoarchitecture (Fig. 2).

Diffusion imaging detects mainly cortical abnormalities
after repetitive mild traumatic brain injury

Longitudinal MRI analysis for both DTI and DKI techniques

was tested as a method to identify microstructural changes in the

corpus callosum and medial cerebral cortex induced by r-mTBI

(Fig. 3). Mainly cortical changes were observed after r-mTBI. The

only DTI or DKI parameter with a significant change in the corpus

callosum on post-hoc analysis was a decrease in FA at week 6

(Fig. 3D). In contrast, cortical changes in both DTI and DKI were

observed after r-mTBI (Fig. 3L–V). FA was reduced in the cortex at
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FIG. 2. Microhemorrhages are not observed after r-mTBI. Prussian blue was used to detect hemosiderin-laden macrophages that are
indicative of previous hemorrhage or bleeding. A positive control for the Prussian blue reaction (arrowed and inset) is shown from a
mouse with an injury that was more severe than those used in this study (A). No positive staining was present in either the corpus
callosum or cortex in r-sham mice (B) or after r-mTBI at any time points examined (C–F). n = 3; scale bar = 250 lm. d, days; r-mTBI,
repetitive mild traumatic brain injury; r-sham, repetitive sham; w, weeks.

‰

FIG. 3. Diffusion imaging abnormalities after r-mTBI. Corpus callosum (CC) analysis is shown in upper graphs (A–K), for CC region
outlined in yellow on upper image) and medial cerebral cortex values are shown in lower graphs (L–V, for cortical region outlined in
yellow on the lower image). Each region is shown at the coronal level containing the anterior commissure, which is under the impact site
at bregma. r-sham and r-mTBI mice were scanned as yoked pairs with all mice being scanned at four time points—baseline (BL) and
post-injury at 3 days, 6 days, and 6 weeks. Five coronal slices (one rostral to bregma, one at bregma = 0, and 3 caudal to bregma) were
analyzed. (A–D) FA values in the CC showing all five coronal slices with locations noted as relative to bregma. A significant reduction
in FA was noted in r-mTBI mice only at the bregma level at 6 weeks (D). (E–K) CC values in the individual coronal slice at bregma are
shown across time points for the full set of parameters analyzed—diffusion tensor imaging (FA, MD, AD, and RD) and diffusion
kurtosis imaging (MK, Ka, and Kr). No parameters show a significant injury effect that reaches significance at any of the post-injury
time points. (L–O) Analysis across coronal slices in the medial cortex shows a significant reduction in FA in r-mTBI mice versus sham
near the impact site on days 3 and 6 (M and N). (P–S) Analysis of the individual slice under the impact site across time points for all
diffusion parameters shows a significant injury effect in the axial dimension for both AD with diffusion tensor imaging (R) and Ka with
diffusion kurtosis imaging (U). Values are mean – standard deviation, n = 6 for each condition at each time point; *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.
AD, axial diffusivity; FA, fractional anisotropy; Ka, axial kurtosis; Kr, radial kurtosis; MD, mean diffusivity; MK, mean kurtosis; RD,
radial diffusivity; r-mTBI, repetitive mild traumatic brain injury; r-sham, repetitive sham.
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days 3 and 6 in coronal slices near the impact site in r-mTBI mice

(Fig. 3M,N). However, these FA changes are relatively small, and

statistical significance could potentially be affected by variation in

the yoked sham cohort during the longitudinal study. Analysis of

the DTI and DKI subparameters further refined the cortical changes

after r-mTBI. DTI showed significantly decreased AD values at all

time points post-TBI (Fig. 3R), with no changes in RD (Supple-

mentary Fig. 3; see online supplementary material at http://www

.liebertpub.com). DKI also showed a significant complementary

change in the axial dimension after r-mTBI based on increased

Ka values at day 6 (Fig. 3U). Taken together, these DTI and

DKI findings confirm relatively little corpus callosum damage.
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Conversely, and unexpectedly, our diffusion analysis revealed cor-

tical abnormalities in this r-mTBI model.

To test the specificity of these findings in r-mTBI, we performed

several additional analyses. Further r-mTBI analysis of diffusion

DEC maps (Fig. 4A,B) demonstrated high anisotropy in the corpus

callosum as well as marked directionality in the medial region of

the cerebral cortex, which supports effective DTI and DKI analyses

in these cortical areas. Structural analysis after r-mTBI using T2-

weighted images and calculated T2 maps did not detect any overt

structural changes or evidence of edema or microhemorrhages in

the cortex under the impact site for any time point or condition

(Fig. 4C,D and data not shown). The overlying scalp shows T2

hyperintensity attributed to the impacts onto the skin in the r-mTBI

mice, which are not observed in r-sham mice (Fig. 4C,D).

Post-imaging analysis of repetitive mild traumatic brain
injury pathology in corpus callosum and cortex

After completing the final MRI scan at the 6-week time point,

mice were perfused for post-imaging analysis of the underlying

pathology in the corpus callosum and cortical ROIs from the DTI

and DKI analysis. We first examined neuroinflammation using

CD11b and GFAP for detection of microglia and astrocytes, re-

spectively. The r-mTBI tissues from our longitudinal MRI anal-

ysis showed mild, but persistent, neuroinflammation in the corpus

callosum (Fig. 5A,B). Specifically, in r-mTBI mice compared to

r-sham mice, the percent area immunolabeled was increased

for CD11b (Fig. 5C). Morphological classification of individual

CD11b-labeled cells also showed that the number of activated

microglia increased after r-mTBI (Fig. 5D). Amoeboid CD11b-

labeled cells were not found in any condition or time point (data

not shown). After r-mTBI, astrogliosis in the corpus callosum was

not significantly different from the r-sham condition (Fig. 5E).

Overall, in the r-mTBI mice, neuroinflammation in the corpus

callosum was much less robust relative to the s-mTBI model,

which was used as a positive control comparison for corpus

callosum pathology detectable by DTI (Supplementary Figs. 2

and 3) (see online supplementary material at http://www.liebert

pub.com). Neuroinflammation in medial cortical regions, that is,

directly under the impact site, in r-mTBI mice, showed a sig-

nificant increase in microglial activation, but not astrogliosis

(Fig. 5F–H). In contrast, the single-injury model did not ex-

hibit significant neuroinflammation in the cortex with matched

analysis of immunoreactivity for either CD11b (Supplementary

Fig. 3F,G) (see online supplementary material at http://www

.liebertpub.com) or GFAP (Supplementary Fig. 3H) (see online

supplementary material at http://www.liebertpub.com) and did

not have cortical abnormalities for DTI or DKI analysis (Sup-

plementary Fig. 2) (see online supplementary material at http://

www.liebertpub.com).

FIG. 4. In vivo diffusion direction encoded color (DEC) maps and T2-weighted imaging of r-mTBI. (A and B) DEC maps show the
coronal level that includes the anterior commissure (ac), which aligns with bregma at the site of impact, 3 days after r-sham injury (A) or r-
mTBI (B). The corpus callosum (cc) shows a high level of anisotropy. Note that the degree of anisotropy in the medial cortex is greater than
in more lateral cortical regions. (C and D) Representative T2-weighted images at the coronal level of impact do not show signs of edema or
overt structural damage in either the corpus callosum or cortex after r-sham injury (C) or r-mTBI (D). Images show 6 days post-TBI when
significant FA changes are found in the medial cortex after r-mTBI. Scale bar = 1 mm. Colors indicate fiber direction: red: medial-lateral;
blue: anterior-posterior; and green: superior-inferior. d, days; r-mTBI, repetitive mild traumatic brain injury; r-sham, repetitive sham.
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We next examined changes related to myelination (Fig. 6). Im-

munohistochemistry for MOG myelin protein correlates well with

electron microscopy and Luxol fast blue myelin stain to estimate

demyelination within the corpus callosum.44,45 After r-mTBI, MOG

immunolabeling was examined both in the corpus callosum as well as

in the cortex to explore the basis for the changes observed in cor-

tical DTI/DKI (Fig. 6A,B). MOG in r-mTBI mice was not changed

from r-sham levels for the corpus callosum (Fig. 6E), and the re-

duction in the cortex did not reach significance (Fig. 6G; p = 0.083;

power = 99%). Post-imaging analysis of the s-mTBI model co-

hort for MOG immunostaining detected subtle diffuse demyelin-

ation (Supplementary Fig. 4) (see online supplementary material at

http://www.liebertpub.com), consistent with demyelination ob-

served by electron microscopy in this model at 6 weeks post-TBI.31

NG2 cells give rise to new oligodendrocytes for remyelination

and are also an important reactive cell population after cortical

injury.46–48 Our previous studies in the s-mTBI model found that

NG2 cell density increased in the corpus callosum and cortex

FIG. 5. Post-imaging neuroinflammation in the corpus callosum and cortex after r-mTBI. Immunohistochemistry was used to detect
microglia/macrophage cells with CD11b and astrocytes with GFAP in mice perfused after the final imaging scan, that is, 6 weeks post-
injury or sham procedure. (A and B) Slight astrogliosis and microglia/macrophage activation were evident in r-mTBI mice (B)
compared to r-sham mice (A). (C–H) Quantitative analysis shows a significant increase in microglial activation in the corpus callosum
of r-mTBI mice relative to sham (C and D). Astrogliosis in the corpus callosum was not significantly increased after r-mTBI (E). In the
cortex, the r-mTBI mice had a significant increase in the area of CD11b immunolabeling and in the number of activated microglia (F and
G). Astrogliosis in the medial cortex was not significantly increased after r-mTBI (H). Dashed lines outline the corpus callosum. Values
are mean – standard error of the mean; n = 5; scale bar = 50 lm; *p < 0.05. DAPI, 4¢,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; GFAP, glial fibrillary
acidic protein; r-mTBI, repetitive mild traumatic brain injury; r-sham, repetitive sham.
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during the initial weeks post-injury with less of an elevation by 6

weeks post-injury.20,49 In r-mTBI mice, the NG2 cell population

was not affected in the corpus callosum or cortex in the post-

imaging 6-week cohort (Fig. 6C,D,F,H).

Further analysis of tau pathology was performed in the post-

imaging 6-week cohort as a potential feature that may produce

cortical changes after repetitive injury (Fig. 7). However, immuno-

reactivity for phosphorylated tau epitopes was not detected in r-mTBI

mice using a pSer396 antibody (Fig. 7A) or AT8 antibody (data not

shown). The sham condition also did not exhibit immunoreactivity

for phosphorylated tau (data not shown). P301S human tau mice were

used as a positive control using the same immunohistochemical

protocols and showed clear tau pathology in cortical neurons for both

pSer396 (Fig. 7B) and AT8 (data not shown).

Correlation studies were performed to more directly inter-

pret the cortical abnormalities identified in the DTI-DKI analysis

FIG. 6. r-mTBI does not alter myelination at 6 weeks post-injury. (A and B) Immunohistochemistry for myelin oligodendrocyte
glycoprotein (MOG) to study myelination status post-imaging. No change of myelination was visible in either corpus callosum or cortex
after r-mTBI (B) compared to r-sham (A), which was confirmed by quantification of MOG (E and G). (C and D) Oligodendrocyte
progenitors, detected by immunolabeling for NG2 (C and D), also were not changed in either corpus callosum (F) or cortex (H) after r-
mTBI compared to r-sham. Dashed lines outline the corpus callosum. n = 6 for MOG; n = 3 for NG2; values are mean – standard error of
the mean; scale bars = 50 lm. NG2, neural antigen 2; r-mTBI, repetitive mild traumatic brain injury; r-sham, repetitive sham.
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relative to the post-imaging pathological findings (Table 1; Fig. 8).

At this 6-week time point, the significant changes between

r-mTBI and r-sham were decreased AD values (Fig. 3R) and

increased microglial activation (Fig. 5F). Values for these two

parameters were strongly correlated (Table 1), and CD11b variation

contributed to over 70% of the variation in AD based on the r2

analysis (Fig. 8D). In contrast, cortical AD values did not correlate

well with values for GFAP or MOG immunoreactivity (Table 1;

Fig. 8E,F).

Next, we further examined the cortical changes after r-mTBI

using Thy1-YFP-16 mice (Fig. 9), which have a high density of

neurons with yellow fluorescent labeling. The labeling in cortical

neurons enables visualization of the dendritic arbor and axonal

processes, including callosal axons.50 Nissl staining in r-mTBI

mice at 3 days post-injury and in matched r-sham mice showed a

low density of neuronal cell bodies in layer I and a much higher

density in layers II/II, indicating generally normal neuronal cy-

toarchitecture in the superficial cortex under the site of impact

(Fig. 9A,B). In deeper cortical regions, the Thy1-YFP labeling was

very dense without overt disruption of cytoarchitecture in r-mTBI,

which appeared similar to r-sham (Fig. 9A,B). In r-sham mice,

normal YFP distribution in axons is evident in higher-magnification

images of the corpus callosum (Fig. 9C) and the medial cortex

(Fig. 9E). In cortical regions of r-mTBI mice, YFP accumulation in

some labeled axons was observed as axonal swellings (Fig. 9B,F).

YFP expression revealed conspicuous axonal swellings in the

corpus callosum of r-mTBI mice (Fig. 9D). Quantitative analysis of

Thy1-YFP mice in the medial cortical region analyzed by MRI,

which was comprised of cingulate cortex and M2 motor cortex,

showed a significant increase of damaged YFP-labeled axonal

segments in r-mTBI mice compared to the r-sham condition

(Fig. 9G). As a point of validation, a parallel cohort of Thy1-YFP

mice was examined with the s-mTBI model (Supplementary

Fig. 5A,B) (see online supplementary material at http://www

.liebertpub.com), in which axon damage in the corpus callosum

has been previously characterized by electron microscopy.31 The

s-mTBI mice, in which more-extensive corpus callosum pathology

was expected, indeed exhibited more marked axon damage in the

corpus callosum (Supplementary Fig. 5A,B) (see online supple-

mentary material at http://www.liebertpub.com), compared to

the r-mTBI mice (Fig. 9D). However, in the medial cortex, levels

of damaged axonal segments labeled with YFP were similar in

r-mTBI (Fig. 9G) and s-mTBI (Supplementary Fig. 5C) (see online

supplementary material at http://www.liebertpub.com) models.

Therefore, axonal damage in the cortex may contribute to DTI

effects, but does not fully explain the reduction in cortical AD,

which was only detected in this r-mTBI model.

Social interaction deficit resulting from repetitive
mild traumatic brain injury

Finally, behavioral assessments were targeted to the MRI ROIs

to detect potential functional deficits in r-mTBI mice. The corpus

callosum overlying the lateral ventricles is associated with motor

skill learning that can be assessed using a running wheel with ir-

regularly spaced rungs.43 Over a 3-week period, the r-mTBI mice

appeared similar to r-sham mice in mastering the complex running-

wheel task (Fig. 10A,B). The medial cortical region under the

impact site used in this r-mTBI model includes the anterior cin-

gulate cortex, which is considered a hub of social behaviors.51 A

three-chamber social apparatus was used to compare the time each

mouse spent interacting with an empty carrier or with a stranger

mouse inside the carrier (Fig. 10C). The r-sham mice showed the

normal preference to spend time interacting with the stranger

mouse (Fig. 10C). The interaction time decreased from 190.3 –
13.8 sec in r-sham mice to 127.9 – 13.5 sec in r-mTBI mice

(Fig. 10C), indicating impaired social approach behavior after r-

mTBI. A cohort of mice subjected to the s-mTBI model that pro-

duces more-extensive damage in the corpus callosum than the

cortex (Supplementary Figs. 2 and 3) (see online supplementary

material at http://www.liebertpub.com) did not result in behavioral

changes in either wheel running or social interaction (Supple-

mentary Fig. 6) (see online supplementary material at http://www

.liebertpub.com) and serves as a negative control comparison.

Overall, the r-mTBI impairment on social behavior supports the

interpretation that r-mTBI induces significant cortical changes.

Discussion

Our findings demonstrate the utility of longitudinal DTI

combined with DKI for noninvasive analysis of white matter

FIG. 7. Tau pathology is not observed after r-mTBI. Im-
munohistochemistry for phosphorylated serine 396 tau shows a
lack of immunolabeling in the cortex of mice perfused post-
imaging at 6 weeks after r-mTBI (A). In contrast, the positive
control P301S human tau tissues show high levels of phosphor-
ylated serine 396 tau in cortical neurons (B). Scale bar = 100 lm.
r-mTBI, repetitive mild traumatic brain injury.

Table 1. Radiological-Pathological Correlation

for the Cortical Region at 6-Week Time Point

CD11b % area GFAP % area MOG % area

r-sham r-mTBI r-sham r-mTBI r-sham r-mTBI

FA 0.251 -0.752 <0.001 -0.074 0.257 0.759
MD -0.409 -0.788 0.267 0.086 -0.381 0.599
AD -0.019 20.853 0.120 0.011 -0.230 -0.195
RD -0.548 -0.487 0.306 0.298 -0.471 0.755
MK 0.209 0.655 -0.135 0.224 0.107 -0.515
Ka -0.319 0.649 0.351 0.111 -0.280 -0.533
Kr 0.161 -0.256 -0.105 -0.018 -0.015 0.437

DTI-DKI parameters were analyzed relative to post-imaging neuropa-
thology quantification. Coefficient of correlation (r) values demonstrate
the strength of linear relationship. A strong correlation is found for the
relationship between AD and CD11b (bold), which were the only two
parameters with a statistically significant difference between r-sham and
r-mTBI at 6 weeks post-injury.

FA, fractional anisotropy; MD, mean diffusivity; AD, axial diffusivity;
RD, radial diffusivity; MK, mean kurtosis; Ka, axial kurtosis; Kr, radial
kurtosis; r-sham, repetitive sham; r-mTBI, repetitive mild traumatic brain
injury; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein; MOG, myelin oligodendrocyte
glycoprotein; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; DKI, diffusion kurtosis imaging.
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injury as well as more-subtle cortical abnormalities resulting

from repetitive concussive impacts. These neuroimaging changes

were supported by post-imaging pathological analysis of the

corpus callosum and cerebral cortex at 6 weeks post-injury. This

r-mTBI model had minimal DTI/DKI changes in the corpus

callosum. Yet, the r-mTBI mice showed significant changes in

the cortex for axial parameters with both DTI (AD) and DKI

(Ka). Cortical changes in AD after r-mTBI correlated strongly

with a significant microglial reaction on post-imaging histopa-

thology. These cortical differences were supported by corre-

sponding deficits in social behavior, which involves cortical

regions under the impact site.

As a supplemental analysis, using a previously characterized

single-impact model,31 we performed neuroimaging out to a sub-

acute time point of 6 weeks with both DTI and DKI analysis fol-

lowed by post-imaging tissue analysis. This single-impact model

served as a positive control for corpus callosum pathology (Sup-

plementary Fig. 3) (see online supplementary material at http://

www.liebertpub.com) detectable by DTI (Supplementary Fig. 2)

(see online supplementary material at http://www.liebertpub.com),

to more accurately interpret the mainly negative findings for DTI

and DKI in the corpus callosum of r-mTBI mice (Fig. 3).

Our radiological findings in the s-mTBI model are relatively

consistent with recent studies of single-impact injuries, although

FIG. 8. Neuroimaging-neuropathological correlations for medial cortex effects after r-mTBI. To complement the correlation data
shown in Table 1, individual values for each mouse are graphed for FA (A–C) and AD (D–F), given that the relationships most relevant
for interpretation of the significant changes from r-mTBI, resulting in reduced cortical AD (Fig. 3) and increased CD11b immunore-
activity (Fig. 5). High CD11b values correlate strongly with reduced FA values (A) and reduced AD values (D). Coefficient of
determination values (r2) show that approximately 72% of the variation in AD can be accounted for by the relationship with CD11b
values. GFAP immunoreactivity did not show specific correlation with FA (B) or AD (E). MOG myelin values increased with increasing
FA (C), but were not correlated with AD (F). AD, axial diffusivity; FA, fractional anisotropy; GFAP, glial fibrillary acidic protein;
MOG, myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein; r-mTBI, repetitive mild traumatic brain injury; r-sham, repetitive sham.
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differences in pathology must be taken into consideration. Closed

head impact in rats resulted in reduced FA in the corpus callosum,

which corresponded with axonal injury.52 CCI in rats produces a

cortical contusion lesion along with pathology in a widespread

distribution of white matter tracts and corresponds with bidirec-

tional changes in FA.14 In this report, FA was reduced in the corpus

callosum, but was increased in subcortical white matter as well as

in some white matter tracts. Therefore, reduced FA was predicted

to reflect fiber disorganization versus reorganization and/or higher

fiber density in tracts with increased FA.14

The novel r-mTBI model was initially developed in the current

study based on analysis of the rostral corpus callosum (Fig. 1) and

then expanded to overlying cortical regions to explore potential

pathology after repetitive impacts. The 1-day interval choice was

supported from our recent findings that glucose uptake is decreased

at 24 h post-TBI30 and a second injury at 24 h worsens outcome.53

This r-mTBI model is anterior, but otherwise similar, to several

other more posterior repetitive mTBI models,54–57 suggesting that

paradigms of at least three to five mild impacts with 1- to 3-day

intervals are effective and practical. Our expectation was that the

impact used in the r-mTBI model would result in relatively mild

initial damage in the corpus callosum whereas repetition may

promote progression toward chronic white matter pathology, in-

cluding neuroinflammation.

Indeed, the r-mTBI model showed no overt structural damage

based on Prussian blue (Fig. 2) and Nissl staining (Fig. 9) or T2

MRI (Fig. 4). b-APP analysis at 24 h showed that the r-mTBI

(Fig. 1L) resulted in less than half the amount of initial axon

damage in the corpus callosum than was observed after s-mTBI in

our previous study.20 A progression toward chronic white matter

pathology was indicated by a significant reduction of FA that was

only observed in the corpus callosum at 6 weeks post-injury in

FIG. 9. Thy1-YFP-16 mice show axonal pathology in the cortex and corpus callosum after r-mTBI. (A and B) Thy1-YFP (green)
shows labeling of neurons throughout the cortex along with axons projecting through the corpus callosum in mice perfused 3 days after
r-sham (A) or r-mTBI (B) procedure. Nissl labeling (red) of the cytoplasmic rough endoplasmic reticulum along with DAPI nuclei
counterstaining (blue) shows the overall cortical cytoarchitecture, which is not markedly disrupted after r-mTBI. Arrows (B) point to
examples of swollen segments of damaged axons. (C and D) At higher magnification, Thy1-YFP (green) labeled axons in the corpus
callosum exhibit a generally uniform longitudinal profile in r-sham mice (C) in contrast to the numerous swollen axonal segments
observed in r-mTBI mice (D). (E and F) High-magnification Thy1-YFP (green) cortical regions analyzed in r-sham mice (E) and r-
mTBI mice (F). Large swellings and thickened Thy1-YFP axonal profiles are evident in the cortex of r-mTBI mice (F, arrows) compared
to the thin processes of Thy1-YFP axons in r-sham mice (E, arrow). Lack of DAPI nuclear labeling (blue) shows that enlarged Thy1-
YFP regions (F) are not cell bodies. (G) Quantification of damaged axonal profiles (swollen, axonal bulbs, and varicosities) labeled with
Thy1-YFP in the cingulate and M2 motor cortices that comprise the region of interest in the medial cortex for DTI/DKI analyses. A
significant increase of damaged axons was observed in r-mTBI mice compared to r-sham. Values are mean – standard error of the mean;
n = 3; three to nine sections per animal. **p < 0.01; ****p < 0.0001. Scale bars = 200 lm (A and B) and 20 lm (C–F). Avg, average; d,
days; DAPI, 4¢,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; DKI, diffusion kurtosis imaging; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; r-mTBI, repetitive mild
traumatic brain injury; r-sham, repetitive sham.
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r-mTBI mice. However, at the 6-week time point, r-mTBI only

slightly increased neuroinflammation in the corpus callosum

(Fig. 5C,D), whereas the greatest changes in microglial activation

and astrogliosis were observed at 1 week post-injury (Fig. 1M–O).

Thus, DTI was unable to detect early changes in r-mTBI white

matter pathology that appeared at chronic time points. Previous

studies have commented on the limitations in the sensitivity of DTI,

which is influenced by multiple pathological features, including

axonal damage, changes in cellularity, and extracellular reorgani-

zation.9,14,16,58

The r-mTBI model produced significant radiological (Fig. 3) and

pathological differences (Fig. 5) in cerebral cortex regions over-

lying the corpus callosum at coronal levels near the impact site.

Further, r-mTBI injury resulted in social behavior deficits (Fig. 10)

associated with neural circuits of this medial cortical region, which

includes anterior cingulate cortex. The r-mTBI mice had slight, but

significant, differences in cortical FA values that were driven by

reduced AD (Fig. 3). DKI detects changes in the non-Gaussian

component of diffusion at higher b-values and is expected to reflect

changes in diffusional heterogeneity, which may correspond to

microstructural complexity.26,59 DKI showed a corresponding

change in Ka, which is consistent with effects in the axial direction

(Fig. 3). These cortical findings are somewhat unusual in that gray

matter generally has low anisotropy so that DTI analysis is not

expected to be informative. However, some cortical regions have

more structural directionality, such as the medial cortical region

analyzed in this study (Fig. 4).

Although the r-mTBI changes in AD and Ka may be rela-

tively small, they may be particularly informative in cortical

regions with sufficient anisotropy. In white matter, FA appears

most informative because of the combination of pathological fac-

tors that can decrease axial values, including axon damage, and

increase radial values, including demyelination.60,61 After r-mTBI,

in cortical regions, demyelination was not observed (Fig. 6) and

axon damage was similar to s-mTBI (Figs. 9 and Supplementary

Fig. 5) (see online supplementary material at http://www.liebertpub

.com)

Yet, cortical regions showed significantly reduced AD and

increased Ka, which typically corresponds to axon damage.

Neuroinflammation has also been shown to influence DTI and

DKI parameters in TBI models. For example, several reports have

correlated astrogliosis with increased FA, driven by increased

AD, or with kurtosis.18,26,52 In the current study, the decreased

AD values in this medial cortical region correlated strongly with

a significant increase in microglial reactivity on post-imaging

tissue analysis (Table 1; Fig. 8A,D). It should be noted that

diffusion studies have often evaluated FA values without report-

ing AD or RD changes,62 and this lack of specificity com-

plicates the physiological interpretation of these diffusion

changes. Even with clear changes in FA, AD, and RD throughout

a time course of white matter disease, the specificity of each

parameter is impaired when pathological features are present in

combination.61 Previous animal and clinical studies have not

necessarily agreed on FA, RD, or AD changes in gray matter post-

mTBI.27,63,64 Further studies are needed to more completely ex-

amine the full extent of cortical pathology across the post-injury

time course after repetitive injury.

The pathological and radiological abnormalities observed in the

anterior cingulate and motor cortices after r-mTBI could be a

precursor to cortical thinning that has been associated with con-

cussion. In collegiate football players with a history of concussion,

MRI revealed significant cortical thinning in frontotemporal re-

gions, including the rostral anterior cingulate cortex and motor

cortex, without changes in white matter FA.65 The anterior cin-

gulate region was also identified as a region of cortical atrophy in a

1-year longitudinal study of mTBI patients with a single episode of

concussion.66 Cortical abnormalities after repetitive concussive

FIG. 10. r-mTBI results in social deficits. Mice were assessed
for motor and social behavior related to functions of cortical re-
gions under the impact site at bregma and corresponding areas of
the corpus callosum. (A and B) The motor task used a running
wheel sequence as shown by the pattern of wheel rungs (A) across
a 3-week time line. Mice were first provided training wheels (TW;
regular rung pattern) to stabilize baseline running behavior for 1
week preceding r-sham/r-mTBI (days -7 to 0). After r-sham/r-
mTBI, mice were provided complex wheels (CW; nonuniform
rung spacing) for 1 week (days 0–7). Mice must learn to adapt to
the complex rung pattern to master this motor skill. The second
week (days 8–14) on the complex wheels assesses the velocity
plateau as a measure of bilateral sensorimotor coordination. The
cohorts (n = 12 per condition) did not show differences in any
phase on the training or complex wheel after r-mTBI (B). (C) A
three-chamber sociability test was used to test social behavior at 3
weeks after r-mTBI. The r-sham mice spent the majority of time
interacting with the carrier containing a stranger mouse rather than
the empty carrier. The r-mTBI mice showed a significant reduc-
tion in social approach behaviors. The r-mTBI mice spent less
time interacting with the unfamiliar mouse, as compared to the
behavior of r-sham. Values are mean – standard error of the mean;
n = 12; ***p < 0.001. Max, maximum; r-mTBI, repetitive mild
traumatic brain injury; r-sham, repetitive sham.
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injury have also been associated with hyperphosphorylated tau

accumulations in neurons and astrocytes, particularly at the depths

of sulci and around small blood vessels.67,68 In our analysis of r-

mTBI mice, hyperphosphorylated tau pathology was not evident

using either AT8 staining or an antibody against phosphorylated

serine 396 of tau (Fig. 7). Both antibodies readily detected tau

pathology in transgenic P301S mice expressing mutant human tau,

which served as a positive control. Therefore, tau pathology is

unlikely to have contributed to the cortical abnormalities in AD and

Ka in our r-mTBI model. However, longer-term studies would be

needed to fully appreciate the potential similarities of our r-mTBI

findings to chronic-stage changes in TBI patients based on either

cortical thinning or neurodegenerative disease.

To further understand the effects of the r-mTBI injury, func-

tional assessments were targeted to the corpus callosum and cor-

tical regions examined in our DTI/DKI analysis and post-imaging

histopathology. The rostral area of corpus callosum is involved

in motor skill learning on the complex running wheels.43 Axonal

pathology in the corpus callosum or M2 motor cortex, which was

evident at 3 days post-injury in Thy1-YFP-16 mice, did not impair

motor skill learning (Fig. 10A,B). The r-mTBI mice had slower

maximum velocities during the learning period of days 1–3 after

introduction to the complex wheels, but the injury did not result in a

statistical difference from sham. By day 4 on the complex wheels,

the cohorts reached a plateau for the maximum velocity run each

day, which was similar between injured and sham mice through 2

weeks post-injury. This plateau velocity has been shown to sig-

nificantly decrease in conditions with extensive demyelination

of the corpus callosum.41,42 The single-impact model with more-

extensive corpus callosum pathology also did not alter the running

on the complex wheel (Supplementary Fig. 6A) (see online sup-

plementary material at http://www.liebertpub.com). The lack of

impairment on both phases of this complex wheel assay indi-

cates that either the current injuries do not impair function of

a sufficient proportion of axons in each region or that broader

pathology is needed to detect functional deficits with these as-

sessment protocols.

The medial cortex region in our analysis includes the anterior

cingulate cortex, which is involved in multiple cognitive do-

mains and is considered a cortical hub for socially driven inter-

actions in humans.51 In mice, deficits in social approach behavior

are related to changes in intracellular signaling, cortical cy-

toarchitecture, and dendritic spine formation in the anterior

cingulate cortex.69 The three-chambered task has been widely

used to evaluate social interactions in mice.39,70,71 In TBI

models, decreased social interaction has been reported in con-

ditions of mild injury when combined with stress.40,72 We used

this assessment of social approach behavior and found deficits

after r-mTBI. Therefore, repetitive injury can impair social be-

havior without a stress paradigm. Social approach behavior was

tested at 3 weeks post-injury or sham procedures as a time point

that was midway between the 3-day and 6-week time points an-

alyzed by MRI. This behavioral deficit at 3 weeks after r-mTBI

indicates a potential predictive value of the 3- and 6-day abnor-

malities in DTI and DKI. These findings could be used to now

develop an experimental design that would formally test predic-

tive value in future studies.

Our findings highlight the need to evaluate changes in both

white matter tracts and cortical regions post-mTBI. Using longi-

tudinal MRI DTI combined with DKI, FA was most sensitive to

varying severity of white matter injury (Fig. 3 and Supplementary

Fig. 2) (see online supplementary material at http://www.

liebertpub.com). Axial parameters, AD and Ka, were more infor-

mative for detecting subtle cortical abnormalities resulting from

repetitive mild injury (Fig. 3). Cortical changes in AD after re-

petitive injury were strongly correlated with an indicator of a

microglial reaction on post-imaging tissue analysis (Table 1; Fig.

8). The r-mTBI model used in the current study exhibits more

pathology, based on bAPP analysis (Fig. 1), than a report of DTI

changes in the cortex only in MD after repetitive mTBI.73 Our

studies are consistent with recent work in fluorescent reporter

mice that characterized the microglia reaction as sensitive to

cortical damage in mTBI.74 A recent study of acute repetitive

closed head TBI in mice also reported changes in RNA expression

indicating activation of microglia in the cortex along with changes

in ex vivo DTI AD.75 Therefore, repetitive concussive or sub-

concussive impacts may lead to a microglial reaction in the

cortex that could be detected noninvasively with continued ad-

vances in the clinical application of diffusion imaging approaches.

This cortical microglial reaction could have significant functional

implications for behavioral deficits and cognitive impairment gi-

ven the emerging roles of microglia in synaptic pruning and

neurodegenerative disease.76–78
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